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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Moabi, a loner and an aspiring young writer from
Brooklyn, travels to Botswana on Safari. When a cave adorned with prehistoric paintings
mysteriously transports him into a whole new world -Vangoland - he faces doom. In Vangoland, the
king s relationship with the Creator has ensured their wellbeing - until now. Draught is severe and
water is retreating into the underground abyss. Moabi is the kingdom s only hope to change the
stubborn king s mind. Meanwhile, Beelz, the power-hungry evil serpent, will stop at nothing to take
over Vangoland. Trusting his dragon accomplice, he plots his nefarious strategy from Mount Fear.
Angelix, the spirit-led dove, can help Moabi get home - but won t until evil is defeated. With three
courageous animals, Moabi climbs Mount Fear to combat the evil forces. The outcome determines
the fate of Moabi and the future of Vangoland.
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The book is great and fantastic. I could comprehended almost everything using this published e publication. I am just very happy to explain how here is the
very best ebook i have study inside my very own existence and could be he greatest book for ever.
-- Mekhi Ma r vin DV M-- Mekhi Ma r vin DV M

I actually began looking over this pdf. This can be for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I am easily can get a enjoyment of
reading through a written publication.
-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .
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